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SScope

This standard specifies the definitions, requirements, and test criteria for evaluating solderless
electrical crimp connections that are produced using crimp barrels and multi-stranded, fine-stran‐
ded, and ultra-fine stranded conductors made of flexible copper.
This standard also specifies the requirements for producing, testing, and evaluating crimp connec‐
tions. In individual cases, the standard part drawings of the contacts and cable lugs provide de‐
tailed crimp specifications.
In addition to this, the contact manufacturers supply processing specifications containing additional
information that must also be taken into consideration.
Specifications in the respective standard part drawing take precedence.
This standard is not applicable to solid cables, aluminum conductors, or flat ribbon lines.

Symbols and abbreviations

Nominal conductor cross section
Build sample approval
Distance between crimp barrel ends
Crimp height
Machine capability index (process capability index)
Process capability index
Crimp width
Measurable crimp width
First-sample test report
Barrel end clearance
Flash height
Flash width
International Electrotechnical Vocabulary
Supporting height
Test group
Process performance index
Contact material thickness
Slow motion test
Single-wire seal
Base thickness
Supporting angle

Terms

General

The terms and definitions in this standard are specified in IEV 581 [1].
For the designations, see figure 1 and figure 2.

1  

2  

Aconductor

BMG
CFE
Ch
Cmk

Cpk

Cw
Cwm
FSTR
Fa
Fh
Fw
IEV
La
PG
Ppk

S
SMT
SWS
Sb
αw

3  

3.1  
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LLegend
1 Contact range
2 Connection A
3 Front bellmouth
4 Conductor crimp
5 Crimp connection
6 Insulation crimp
7 Rear bellmouth
8 Cut-off tab
9 Connection B

Figure 1 – Crimp connection, terms – side view

Legend
1 Contact element
2 Conductor end
3 Conductor
4 Insulation

Figure 2 – Crimp connection, terms – top view

Designations for the crimp connection

Open crimp barrel

Open crimp barrels are conductor crimps, insulation crimps, or SWS crimps with a U-shaped, V-
shaped, or pre-shaped opening. Open crimp barrels are customary in punched contact elements.
The crimping operation simultaneously closes the open crimp barrel while separating the contact
element from the transport strip.

3.2  

3.2.1  
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CClosed crimp barrel

Conductor crimps, insulation crimps, or SWS crimps with closed contours have closed crimp bar‐
rels. They are customary in tubular cable lugs. Closed crimp barrels are usually conductor crimps.
SWS crimps or insulation crimps in the form of closed crimp barrels require significant resources
and are therefore seldom implemented.

Conductor crimp

A conductor crimp is a connection between the contact element and the stranded conductor. The
conductor crimp must ensure the permanent electrical connection between the contact element
and the stranded wire.

Insulation crimp

An insulation crimp is a connection between the contact element and the cable at the outer diame‐
ter of the insulation. The insulation crimp is designed to absorb mechanical loads and vibrations to
prevent them from affecting the conductor crimp. For the design types of the insulation crimp, see
section 4.3.6.

Single-wire seal crimp (SWS crimp)

An SWS crimp is a connection between the contact element and the SWS by means of compres‐
sion deformation. The SWS crimp must ensure permanent fit of the single-wire seal on the contact
element.
For the design types of the single-wire seal crimp, see section 4.3.7.2 and section 4.3.7.3.

Connection A

Connection A is the transition area between the contact range and the conductor crimp.

Connection B

Connection B is the transition area between the conductor crimp and the insulation crimp.

Requirements

General requirements

Crimp connections must be implemented as per the drawing specifications in their version currently
in effect. The contact part manufacturer must specify the component-specific crimp dimensions
(crimp height, crimp width, etc.), which are documented in the standard part drawing. These speci‐
fied crimp dimensions must be adhered to exactly. Depending on the conductor cross sections and
contact elements to be processed, the wear part profiles or crimper and anvil profiles must be
properly matched.

Cable

General

Only copper stranded cables that have bare or surface-treated strands and have been released by
Volkswagen must be used; VW 60306-1 applies.

3.2.2  

3.2.3  

3.2.4  

3.2.5  

3.2.6  

3.2.7  

4  

4.1  

4.2  

4.2.1  
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The electrical conductor must not be dip-tinned or soldered.
Cable material whose properties have been adversely affected must not be used.
After 2 years of storage at the latest, proof must be provided that the cable material can still be
used. The cable material must continue to adhere to the requirements in VW 60306-1 and the cor‐
responding standard part drawing.

SStripping

Special tools must be used for stripping. Damages to the strands, i.e., scoring, notching, etc., par‐
ticularly with the stripping knife, must not occur during the teach-in process for the crimp force
monitoring system. The length of insulation to be stripped must be defined by the cable manufac‐
turer under consideration of the applicable regulations.
Protruding strands are not permissible (see figure 3).

Figure 3 – Protruding strands

If the stripped cable will not be processed immediately, the stripped ends must be protected from
fraying (e.g., by means of an insulation barrel).
Fraying of the strands is not permissible (see figure 4).

Figure 4 – Frayed stranded wire

Unclean cutting of the insulation, damage to the insulation, or the presence of insulation residues
on the stripped portion of the conductor is not permissible (see figure 5).

Figure 5 – Defective insulation

Strands must not be over-twisted, in order to prevent the strands from being cut or damaged during
the crimping operation (see figure 6).

Figure 6 – Over-twisted conductor end

4.2.2  
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CConductor end

The conductor end (see figure 7) terminates at a point not before the conductor crimp end or, de‐
pending on the cross section of the conductor, extends beyond it (see table 1).

Table 1 – Permissible conductor projection

Nominal conductor cross section
Aconductor

in mm2

Conductor projection
in mm

                    Aconductor < 4 ≤1,0

   4 ≤ Aconductor < 6 ≤1,5

   6 ≤ Aconductor < 25 ≤2,5

         Aconductor ≥ 25 ≤3,5

The plugging, latching, or bolting function of the contact element must not be impaired by the pro‐
jecting end of the conductor.
For cable lugs, the conductor end also must not extend into the bolt-on surface.

Legend
1 Extended outer diameter
2 Conductor projection

Figure 7 – Maximum protrusion of the conductor end

For plug contacts intended for use with collective seals, projecting strands are not permissible (see
figure 8).

Figure 8 – Projecting strands

The insulation end must be visible in the window between the wire crimp barrel and insulation
crimp barrel. No cable insulation must be caught in the conductor crimp.

4.2.3  
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RRequirements for the crimped contact element

Contact elements

The contact elements used must conform to the requirements and specifications of the standard
part drawing. There must not be any mechanical damage or twisting/bending of the transport strip
or contact elements.
Contact material whose properties have been adversely affected must not be used.
After 2 years of storage at the latest, proof must be provided that the contact material can still be
used. The contact material must still adhere to the requirements in VW 75174 and the correspond‐
ing standard part drawing.

Damage

The contact range (see figure 1) and the locking pins must not be damaged or deformed after the
crimping operation. Deformations of the contact element as a result of crimping in its contact range
are not permissible.

Bending and twisting

If the standard part drawing does not contain any specifications, the following requirements apply:
– The lateral bending of the longitudinal axis in the crimping zone must not exceed 3° towards

either side (see figure 9).
– Bending of the longitudinal axis in the crimping zone must not exceed 5° upward or downward.

Twisting of the crimping zone relative to the contact body must not exceed 5° (see figure 10).

Figure 9 – Lateral bending

Figure 10 – Bending of the longitudinal axis of the contact element

Dimensions of the conductor crimp

General

For the dimensions of the conductor crimp, see figure 11.

4.3  

4.3.1  

4.3.2  

4.3.3  

4.3.4  

4.3.4.1  
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LLegend
1 Crimp height (Ch)
2 Crimp width (Cw)
3 Measurable crimp width (Cwm)
4 Supporting angle (αw)
5 Supporting height (La)
6 Barrel end clearance (Fa)
7 Distance between crimp face ends (CFE)
8 Flash height (Fh)
9 Flash width (Fw)
10 Base thickness (Sb)

Figure 11 – Dimensions of the conductor crimp

The thickness of the contact material (s) in the crimp area must be taken from the standard part
drawing. Limits are specified for the indicated crimp dimensions. Any deviating values specified in
standard part drawings are binding.
Uneven rolling-in of the two crimp barrel ends is permissible, provided that the requirements for the
supporting length, supporting angle, and distance between crimp face ends are adhered to.
The specified crimp dimensions must be tested as per the quality assurance matrix specifications
(see appendix B) and documented by the wiring harness manufacturer.
The evaluation of crimp results must take into account process-dependent fluctuations.

Crimp height (Ch)

The crimp height must be measurable using a nondestructive method.
The crimp height is an adjustable (not tool-related) dimension of the crimp connection.
The crimp height is specified by the contact element manufacturer and is documented on the
standard part drawing of the corresponding contact element.
If crimp height tolerances are not specified on the standard part drawing of the contact element,
the general tolerances for the crimp height as per table 2 apply, depending on the conductor cross
section.

4.3.4.2  
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TTable 2 – General tolerances for the crimp height with respect to the conductor cross
section

Nominal conductor cross section Acon‐

ductor

in mm2

Tolerance
in mm

 0,13 < Aconductor ≤ 0,5 ±0,03

   0,5 < Aconductor ≤ 2,5 ±0,05

            Aconductor > 2,5 ±0,10

For the crimp height measurement, see section 5.4.2.
For repeat accuracy requirements, see section 5.2.

Crimp width (Cw)

The crimp width is a tool-related, i.e., non-adjustable dimension of the crimp connection.
The crimp width is specified by the contact element manufacturer and is documented along with
the corresponding tolerance in the standard part drawing of the corresponding contact element.

Measurable crimp width (Cwm)

The measurable crimp width must be measurable using a nondestructive method.
The width of the crimp at the crimp base can be determined with a dial gage, for example. It is
specified by the contact element manufacturer, and must be documented with corresponding toler‐
ance in the standard part drawing of the corresponding contact element.

Supporting angle (αw)

The supporting angle (see figure 12) can only be determined using a microsection.
The supporting angle must not deviate more than 30° from the vertical (αw ≤ 30°).

Figure 12 – Supporting angle

Supporting height (La)

The supporting height (see figure 13) can only be determined using a microsection.
The crimp barrel must be closed along its entire length between the bellmouths. The rolled-in crimp
barrel ends touch and support each other. As a minimum requirement, the supporting height of the
crimp face ends, depending on the conductor cross section, must be equal to the proportion of
contact material thickness indicated in table 3.

4.3.4.3  

4.3.4.4  

4.3.4.5  

4.3.4.6  
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TTable 3 – Supporting height with respect to the conductor cross section

Nominal conductor cross section
Aconductor

in mm2

Supporting height

          Aconductor < 1,0 ≥ 0,5 × S

 1,0 ≤ Aconductor < 6,0 ≥ 0,7 × S

          Aconductor ≥ 6,0 ≥ 1,0 × S

The specifications of the release drawing are always binding (see section 1).

Figure 13 – Supporting height

Barrel end clearance (Fa)

The barrel end clearance (see figure 14) can only be determined using a microsection.
None of the crimp face ends must abut the inner wall of the crimp barrel.
The barrel end clearance is:
Fa ≥ 0,1 × S

Figure 14 – Symmetry and rolling-in depth

Distance between crimp face ends (CFE)

The distance between the crimp face ends can only be determined using a microsection.
The distance between the opposite, rolled-in crimp face ends (see figure 15) is:
CFE = x1 – x2

CFE ≤ 0,5 × S

Figure 15 – Distance between the crimp face ends

4.3.4.7  

4.3.4.8  
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FFlash height (Fh)

The height of the flash is affected by the degree of wear of the crimping tool and the feed settings
(see figure 16).
Fh ≤ 1 × S

Flash width (Fw)

The flash width (see figure 16) is:

Fw ≤ 0,5 × S

Legend
1 Flash height
2 Flash width
3 Crack (see section 4.3.5.2)

Figure 16 – Flash at crimp base

Base thickness (Sb)

The base thickness (see figure 17) can only be determined using a microsection.
The base thickness is:
Sb ≥ 0,75 × S

Legend
1 Base thickness

Figure 17 – Base thickness

4.3.4.9  

4.3.4.10  

4.3.4.11  
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DDegree of compression

The degree of compression can only be determined using a microsection.
The manufacturer of the contact elements ensures that a good degree of compression is achieved
when the specified crimp dimensions are adhered to. A good degree of compression is character‐
ized by a completely filled crimp barrel, in which the strands in the wire crimp area are completely
compressed in a honeycomb structure.
The degree of compression is the ratio of the conductor cross section enclosed in the crimp (crim‐
ped) to the uncrimped nominal conductor cross section:

Degree of compression = Acrimp

Aconductor
 × 100%

Legend
Acrimp Cross section of the conductor enclosed in the crimp (measured as

a polygonal chain in the microsection)
Aconductor Nominal conductor cross section

(1)

Dimensions of the conductor crimp

Crimp length

The conductor crimp must be closed along the entire length between the front and rear bellmouths
(see figure 18). The rolled-in barrel ends support each other.

Legend
1 Crimp length
2 Front bellmouth
3 Rear bellmouth

Figure 18 – Crimp length and bellmouths

Cracks

Cracks (see figure 19) can be caused by various unfavorable circumstances, especially at the
crimp base. Cracks must be distinguished from wrinkles that can occur at the inside of the rolled-in
areas.
Cracks are not permissible.

4.3.4.12  

4.3.5  

4.3.5.1  

4.3.5.2  
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LLegend
1 Crack

Figure 19 – Crack in the crimp base

Bellmouth

A bell-shaped runout (bellmouth) is required at the rear edge of the conductor crimp (towards the
cable, see figure 18). This bellmouth is to prevent the strands from being notched or cut.
No bellmouth is prescribed at the front edge of the conductor crimp (towards the contact). A front
bellmouth of equal or lesser size as the rear bellmouth is permissible.

Insulation crimp

The insulation crimp of the contact element must be designed as per the standard part drawing for
a thin-walled or thick-walled insulated cable as per VW 60306-1.
The test for insulation holders in crimp connections as per DIN EN 60512-16-8 ("16-hour test")
must be fulfilled. The BMG tests ensure that the 16-hour test mentioned above is fulfilled for use,
as per the drawing specifications, of contacts, connectors, cables, and single-wire seals released
by Volkswagen. This means that the 16-hour test by the cable manufacturer is not necessary un‐
der these circumstances.

Position deviations of the insulation crimp barrel ends

The crimp faces may be inclined within a range of 5° to the front and 3° to the rear (see figure 20).

Figure 20 – Position deviations of the insulation crimp barrel ends

4.3.5.3  

4.3.6  

4.3.6.1  
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IInsulation crimp, type A (F-crimp)

See figure 21 and figure 22.

Figure 21 – Insulation crimp, type A

Legend
1 Crimp width
2 Crimp height
3 Wrap angle

Figure 22 – Dimensions of insulation crimp, type A

Compliance with the crimp width and crimp height dimensions specified in the standard part draw‐
ing is mandatory.
At least 1/3 of the cable circumference (120°) must be encompassed by the insulation crimp.
The crimp claws must enter into the insulation. The insulation may be punctured by the crimp claw,
but this must not cause any damage to the strands.

Insulation crimp, type B (wrap crimp)

See figure 23 and figure 24.

Figure 23 – Insulation crimp, type B

At maximum cable diameter, the crimp barrel ends must overlap for a distance that is greater than
or equal to their material thickness.

4.3.6.2  

4.3.6.3  
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FFigure 24 – Cross section of insulation crimp, type B

Insulation crimp, type C (overlap crimp)

See figure 25 and figure 26.

Figure 25 – Insulation crimp, type C

Figure 26 – Cross section of insulation crimp, type C

At least 2/3 of the cable circumference must be encompassed by the insulation crimp. The insula‐
tion envelopment must be closed (overlap). The insulation can be punctured by a crimp claw, but
this must not cause any damage to the strands.
The test for insulation holders in crimp connections as per DIN EN 60512-16-8 ("16-hour test")
must be fulfilled.

Single-wire seal crimp (SWS crimp)

The crimp barrel ends must be rolled in to the extent that the single-wire seal is maintained reliably
when the contact is fitted into the connector housing.

4.3.6.4  

4.3.7  
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PPosition of the single-wire seal

The insulation crimp barrel must snugly wrap around the single-wire seal over the entire length.
The single-wire seal must not be damaged or punctured by the crimp barrel ends. For the position
of the single-wire seal as per the drawing specification, see figure 27.

Figure 27 – Position of the single-wire seal in the crimp pattern of the standard part drawing

Symmetrical O-shaped SWS crimp (O-crimp)

The insulation crimp flaps wrap around the single-wire seal by a maximum of 360° (see figure 28).
Overlapping of the crimp barrel ends is not permissible.

Figure 28 – Symmetrical O-shaped SWS crimp

Asymmetrical O-shaped SWS crimp (wrap crimp)

The insulation crimp flaps wrap around the single-wire seal by more than 360° (see figure 29).

Figure 29 – Asymmetrical O-shaped SWS crimp

Cut-off tab and flash must not impair the fitting ability into the housing and the plug-in function of
the contact.

4.3.7.1  

4.3.7.2  

4.3.7.3  
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CCut-off tab

The cut-off tab (see figure 30) is still visible at first and has a maximum length of up to one contact
plate thickness (≤0,5 mm).

Legend
1 Flash
2 Cut-off tab

Figure 30 – Flash and cut-off tab

The permissible flash at the cut edge can be viewed for the various contact plate thicknesses S in
table 4.

Table 4 – Flash with respect to plate thickness

Dimensions in mm

Sheet thickness Flash

          S ≤ 0,4 ≤0,05

 0,4 < S ≤ 0,8 ≤0,10

          S > 0,8 ≤0,15

The cut-off tab and flash must not impair the ability of the part to fit into the housing and the plug-in
function of the contact in any way.
For plug contacts intended for use with collective seals, the length of the cut-off tab must not ex‐
ceed 0,3 mm. The cut-off tab must not stick out.
Cut-off tab and flash must not damage the collective seal or single-wire seal.
The requirements also apply to removal and refitting of the contact element during subsequent re‐
work.

Producing the crimp connection

The quality of a crimp connection can only be evaluated to a limited extent without destruction.
Consequently, the required quality of the crimp connection and, thus, its functional capability, can
only be achieved if:
– Fitting and suitable tools and wear parts are available;
– Fitting and suitable machines are available;
– Preventive maintenance of the indicated machines, tools, and wear parts is available;
– An expert operator is available;
– Effective and reliably applied process assurance based on crimp force monitoring is available.
The details for carrying out these requirements are defined in the quality assurance matrix (see
appendix B).

4.4  

5  
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TTools

The use of genuine crimping tools and inserts (wear parts) is required because the contact part
manufacturer is responsible for the system. The respective standard part drawings of the contact
part manufacturer, which are made available to the cable manufacturer via the Volkswagen sys‐
tems, form the basis for this.
The contact part manufacturer has system responsibility for the contact part.
The cable manufacturer is responsible for the entire crimping process.
Justified deviations from these specifications require approval by the Design Engineering depart‐
ments responsible for contact development and the Quality Assurance department of the vehicle
manufacturer.
Genuine crimping tools and genuine wear parts are crimping tools and wear parts which have been
confirmed by the crimping manufacturer for use in the respective crimp. In any event, the crimp di‐
mension specifications of the contact drawing and this standard must be adhered to.

Test scope for alternative crimping tools

The contact manufacturer must check the crimps produced using the tool to be approved as per
the specifications set forth in VW 75174:
– Incoming inspection (VW 75174, PG0);
– Dimensional check (VW 75174, PG1), including crimp dimensions in the microsection as per

section 4.3.4;
– Wire pull-out strength (VW 75174, PG10);
– Crimp stability

– Cables ≤1 mm2: SMT as per VW 75174-2;
– Cables >1 mm2: Only thermal shock test as per VW 75174-2; however, with To = 130 °C

and number of cycles = 500.

Release recommendation

The suitability of alternative crimping tools and alternative wear parts must be confirmed by the
contact manufacturer based on the specified tests by means of a release recommendation as per
appendix A to the cable manufacturer.
The contact manufacturer is responsible for the specifications set forth in this release recommen‐
dation.
The cable manufacturer must document the release recommendation in the FSTR. The process re‐
sponsibility remains with the cable manufacturer.
In addition, the cable manufacturer must send the release recommendation to the Design Engi‐
neering departments responsible for contact development and the QA department of the vehicle
manufacturer.

5.1  

5.1.1  

5.1.2  
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CCrimping devices

General

Crimping devices, which include both automatic cable manufacturing equipment and table presses
(semi-automatic equipment), must be equipped with a device for continuous automatic monitoring
of crimp quality.
Crimping devices must be equipped in such a way that a consistently high crimping quality is provi‐
ded and faulty parts can be sorted out reliably.
The processing quality and the repeatability is evaluated based on the measured values of crimp
height (see section 4.3.4.2) and conductor pull-out strength (see section 5.5.1). Crimp connections
must be checked and evaluated statistically.

Crimp height

50 crimp connections must be crimped with nominal crimp height as per the release drawing (all
cross section variants) and the crimp heights measured.
Crimp height requirement: Cmk ≥ 2,0

Conductor pull-out strength

20 crimp connections must be crimped for every possible cross section, each with minimum and
maximum crimp heights, respectively, as per the release drawing (all cross section variants).
Requirement: The average value less three times the standard deviation must be greater than the
minimum conductor pull-out strength.

Crimp force monitoring

Crimp force monitoring involves a load-displacement measurement during the working stroke of
the crimping tool: The load/displacement curve of an OK crimp moves within a target curve. This
target curve is determined by a teach-in process:
– After every change in the tool settings;
– After every change of tool clamping/after every tool change;
– After every change of the contact roll.
To ensure the quality of the crimp connections produced, the teach-in crimp must be evaluated
based on a microsection (see section 5.5.2.3) and the crimp dimensions that can be measured as
a result (see section 4.3.4): In this context, a distinction is made between signal cables and load
cables:
– Signal cables:

– all cables ≤0,35 mm2

– all cables >0,35 mm2 that are marked as signal cables in the wiring harness drawings
– Load cables:

– all cables ≥0,5 mm2

Signal cables ≤0,35 mm2

A new microsection is required after every change to the contact roll and after every change to
yard goods. Producing a microsection after changing the yard goods can be omitted if the

5.2  

5.2.1  

5.2.2  

5.2.3  

5.3  
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conductor type and manufacturer remain the same and if corresponding microsections are already
available.

SSignal cables of 0,5 mm2

A new microsection is required after every change to the contact roll and after every change to
yard goods. Producing a microsection after changing the yard goods can be omitted if the conduc‐
tor type and manufacturer remain the same and if corresponding microsections are already availa‐
ble. Signal cables of 0,5 mm2 are marked as such in the wiring harness drawing.

Load cables

Microsection required after n crimps:
– n = 1/6 × total service life, but at least once a year;
– n = at least every 30 000 crimps for all contacts for which the tool service life is not yet known.

Non-destructive testing

Crimp width

The crimp width is a primarily tool-dependent dimension (section 5.1 applies). Suitable measuring
means must be used.

Crimp height

The crimp height is a dimension that can primarily be affected during the crimping process and is
crucial for the crimp resistance values and the stability of these values.
The crimp height measurement is taken in the center of the conductor crimp with suitable measure‐
ment means. An example with a special dial gage (crimp height dial gage) can be seen in
figure 31.

Figure 31 – Crimp height measurement using a special dial gage

5.4  

5.4.1  

5.4.2  
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DDestructive testing

Conductor pull-out strength

The conductor pull-out force from the conductor crimp is measured as per VW 75174 as an accom‐
panying manufacturing check and without insulation support (see table 5). The minimum values for
the conductor pull-out strength for low-pressure contacts as per table 5 are required.

Table 5 – Minimum values for the conductor pull-out strength for low-pressure contacts

Cable nominal cross sec‐
tion

in mm2

as per VW 60306-1

Contact size

0,63 1,2/1,5 2,8 4,8 9,5

0,13 50 N — — —

0,17 50 N — — —

0,22 50 N — — —

0,35 50 N (75 N)a) —

0,5 60 N (85 N)a) —

0,75 85 N (105 N)a) —

1,0 — 108 N (125 N)a) 140 N (162 N)a) —

1,5 — 150 N (180 N)a) —

2,5 — — 200 N (235 N)a)

4,0 — — — 310 N (325 N)a)

6,0 — — — (450 N)a) 450 N

10,0 — — — — 500 N

16,0 — — — — 1 500 N

25,0 — — — — 1 900 N

a) If for production reasons, the conductor pull-out strength is measured with insulation crimp, the values in parentheses apply.

For requirements on the repeat accuracy of conductor pull-out strengths, see section 5.2.

Microsection

General

The microsection is located in the center of the conductor crimp, perpendicular to the longitudinal
axis. The microsection plane must not be located within any of the transverse embossings in the
wire crimp (see figure 32).
Ensure that the machining direction is opposite the direction of the crimp opening so that no forces
occur during grinding that could open the crimp.

5.5  

5.5.1  

5.5.2  
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FFigure 32 – Microsection plane

Metallographic sample preparation for BMG

In order to evaluate the crimp quality achieved with the crimping tool, microsections taken cross‐
wise through the conductor crimp must be prepared.
For tests that are not conducted during production, the part must preferably be cast in synthetic
resin to prevent changes to the crimp when the microsection is prepared.
For a good evaluation capability, surface polishing and possibly surface etching are required after
the separation of the crimp.
Evaluation criteria as specified in section 5.5.2.3 and section 5.5.1 apply.

Microsection preparation (conducted during production)

For production monitoring, the embedding of samples in synthetic resin is not required when pro‐
ducing microsections. Microsections are produced using suitable devices under consideration of
the corresponding manufacturer specifications.
Unless otherwise specified, the quality assurance matrix applies (see appendix B).
The following specifications must be documented:
– Contact part number;
– Contact part supplier;
– Part number and manufacturer of the conductor yard goods;
– Microsections and, if applicable, measured values.

Insulation crimp testing

Insulation crimp testing for BMG

The insulation crimp is evaluated by testing as per DIN EN 60512-16-8. The acceptance criterion is
that the insulation must still be encompassed after the test is performed.

Insulation crimp testing (conducted during production)

Determination and documentation of the specified crimp widths and crimp heights using suitable
measurement equipment. Unless otherwise specified, the quality assurance matrix applies (see
appendix B).

Examples for not-OK (NOK) microsections

Some characteristics of NOK crimp connections are listed in figure 33 to figure 37.

5.5.2.2  

5.5.2.3  
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FFigure 33 – The crimp tip is supported on the barrel end; the supporting height is insufficient

Figure 34 – Insufficient supporting height

Figure 35 – Supporting height and barrel end clearance are insufficient

Figure 36 – Crack in the crimp base

Figure 37 – Impermissible flash formation
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AApplicable documents

The following documents cited in this standard are necessary to its application.
Some of the cited documents are translations from the German original. The translations of Ger‐
man terms in such documents may differ from those used in this standard, resulting in terminologi‐
cal inconsistency.
Standards whose titles are given in German may be available only in German. Editions in other
languages may be available from the institution issuing the standard.

VW 60306-1 Electric/Electronic Systems; Electric Wiring in Motor Vehicles; Part 1:
Copper Cable; Single-Wire, Unshielded

VW 75147 Wiring Harnesses in Motor Vehicles; Quality Requirements for Products
and Processes

VW 75174 Motor Vehicle Connectors; Test Specification
VW 75174-2 Vehicle Contacts, Slow Motion Tests
DIN EN 60512-16-8 Connectors for electronic equipment - Tests and measurements - Part

16-8: Mechanical tests on connections and terminations - Test 16h: In‐
sulating grip effectiveness (crimped connections)

Bibliography

[1] IEV 581 – Electromechanical Components for Electronic Equipment
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RRelease recommendation form
See figure A.1.

Figure A.1 – Release recommendation for alternative crimping tools

Appendix A (informative)  
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QQuality assurance

Quality matrix for release testing

See table B.1.

Table B.1 – Release testing

Section
Dimension/

characteristic/
attribute

BMG
contact

FSTR
contact
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pk
)

Responsible party: VW/Audi
Cable

manufac‐
turer

Contact
manufac‐

turer

Cable
manufac‐

turer

Cable
manufac‐

turer

Section 4.3.2 Damage to contact range/locking pins e e e e e

Section 4.3.3 Contact – bending/twisting e e e e e

Section 4.3.4.2 Crimp height (Ch) ma) m m ma) m

Section 4.3.4.11 Base thickness (Sb)b) m m m e e

Section 4.3.4.12 Compressionb) m m m e e

Section 4.3.4.3 Crimp width (Cw)b) — — — — —

Section 4.3.4.4 Crimp width (Cwm)b) m m m m m

Section 4.3.4.5 Supporting angle (αw) m m m e e

Section 4.3.4.6 Supporting height (La)b) m m m e e

Section 4.3.4.7 Barrel end clearance (Fa)b) m m m e e

Section 4.3.4.8
Distance between crimp barrel ends
(CFE)b)

m e m m e

Section 4.3.4.9 Flash height (Fh)b) m m m e e

Section 4.3.4.10 Flash width (Fw)b) m m m e e

Section 4.3.5.3 Crimp bellmouths e e e e e

Section 4.3.6 ISO crimp height m m m m m

Section 4.3.6 ISO crimp width m m m m m

Section 4.3.6 ISO crimp design m m m e m

Section 4.3.7 Position of single-wire seal m m m e e

Section 4.4 Cut-off tab/punching flash e e e e e

Section 5.5.1 Conductor pull-out strength ma) m m ma) m

Section 5.5.2
Microsection (for each cavity/cross sec‐
tion)

5 5 5 3 3

— Processability (VW 60675c)) md) — m 1 —

Appendix B (normative)  

B.1  
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SSection
Dimension/

characteristic/
attribute

BMG
contact

FSTR
contact
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e,
 C

pk
/P

pk
)

Responsible party: VW/Audi
Cable

manufac‐
turer

Contact
manufac‐

turer

Cable
manufac‐

turer

Cable
manufac‐

turer

— Monitoring capability (VW 60675c)) md) m m m m

e   evaluate
m  measure
a) Statistical evaluation to verify process reliability          c) Draft is currently being prepared.
b) Must be evaluated using a microsection                      d) for all variants of the release drawing
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QQuality matrix for testing during production

See table B.2.

Table B.2 – Testing during production

Section
Dimension/

characteristic/
attribute

FSTR for ca‐
ble:

VW 75147

Verification of crimp quality
as per VW 60330,

section 5.3

Intervention
in tool

configuration
(e.g., re‐

placement
of wear
parts)

Signal
cables

(≤0,35 mm2/
0,5 mm2)

Non-
signal
cables

To be carried out by
Cable manu‐

facturer
Cable manu‐

facturer
Cable manu‐

facturer
Cable manu‐

facturer

Section 4.3.2 Damage to contact range/locking pins e e e e

Section 4.3.3 Contact – bending/twisting e e e e

Section 4.3.4.2 Crimp height (Ch) m m m m

Section 4.3.4.11 Base thickness (Sb)a) e e — e

Section 4.3.4.12 Compressiona) e — — —

Section 4.3.4.3 Crimp width (Cw)a) — — — —

Section 4.3.4.4 Crimp width (Cwm)a) m m m m

Section 4.3.4.5 Supporting angle (αw) e e — e

Section 4.3.4.6 Supporting height (La)a) e e — e

Section 4.3.4.7 Barrel end clearance (Fa)a) e e — e

Section 4.3.4.8
Distance between crimp face ends
(CFE)a)

— e — e

Section 4.3.4.9 Flash height (Fh)a) e e e e

Section 4.3.4.10 Flash width (Fw)a) e e e e

Section 4.3.5.3 Crimp bellmouths e e e e

Section 4.3.6 ISO crimp height m m m m

Section 4.3.6 ISO crimp width m m m m

Section 4.3.6 ISO crimp design e e e e

Section 4.3.7 Position of single-wire seal m e e e

Section 4.4 Cut-off tab/punching flash e e e e

Section 5.5.1 Conductor pull-out strength m m m m

Section 5.5.2
Microsection (for each cavity/cross sec‐
tion)

3 1 — 1

— Processability (VW 60675b)) — — — —

— Monitoring capability (VW 60675b)) — — — —

e   evaluate  
m  measure
a)   Must be evaluated with a microsection
b)  Draft is currently being prepared.     

B.2  


